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About This Game

Platform Golf is a 2D physics based arcady golf game.
It features a variety of levels with unique designs.

Life is like Platform Golf...

Sometimes you have to try a few times to reach your goal
Sometimes you take a breath to make a long shot

Sometimes time is of the essence and you have to make haste!
And sometimes you take a big leap of faith

Often the use of tactics can be helpful to get out of a tricky situation
Letting yourself fall can also be of use

And at some point you may take a step back for this one perfect shot
So you will break through in the end

How all these come together you can find out through the gameplay
So don’t hesitate and start playing one of many challenging Levels!
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- It is a relaxing golf game
- Hit the ball, reach the goal

- 50 levels to solve.
- 20 achievements to earn

"Delightful gameplay, simple but pleasant graphics. Great for a 40 minute coffee break ;)"
"i played the demo and it really is a fun simple game for relaxing. it is perfect on the train or with multitasking parallel to

movies or TV series"
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Title: Platform Golf
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Sports
Developer:
Patrick Hofmann
Publisher:
Bytecrunch
Release Date: 2 Jan, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64Bit

Processor: Intel® Pentium® N3520 2.17 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel® HD Graphics 4000

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 300 MB available space

English
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Alteil: Horizons is a card game with depth. A very useful and nicely done tutorial. The gameplay is intuitive and rich. The
quality of the graphics is high. An all round well produced game.

Make up your own mind with this gameplay: https://youtu.be/alpPPITezPg. I made comments lauding the soundtrack already in
my review of the game, so I'll just say that I'm glad that it was made available to purchase here. Definitely great stuff, "Critical
Hit" is my favorite overall. I also like "Sledgehammer" and "Huge Shadow". A very simple game, similar to many flash games I
used to play at school. The controls are simple, but nothing innovative to them like they claim. Overall there is very little
content, 50 levels of which you must do with bots or online\/with friends, so the only real single player is the endless mode. The
levels themselves are easy enough to 3 star, makiing the achievements relatively easy to get, except for one, which baffles me,
you get about 20-30 gold per level complete with 3 stars, I'm not sure the exact scaling for it, but you need about 26000 gold for
all the different choppers, which is absurd, I am currently grinidng endless mode to try to get this last acchievement jsut because
I would feel weird leaving it unfinished, but the amount of time it's taking for the amount of content in the actual game is
ludicrous to say the least. Luckily it's a cheap game, so you won't lose much if you play it outside of some time spent elsewhere.
Overall it's a short simple waste of time if you have nothiing better to do, but there is nothing new or innovative here.. The
previous pack was pretty good, and I suppose this one might be, too. Still, I just bought it and I'm not being able to download the
files. Please, fix this issue :)
Edit: Thanks, problem solved!. A neat little game about hopping around a void filled with abstract geometry, listening to some
trippy music, otherwise known as "Saturday night in the 80s".

Keys are bound for AZERTY keyboard layouts by default. For QWERTY users, you can change ZQSD to WASD in the
launcher, but not the game itself. This guarantees that most people will have to relaunch the game immediately after starting it
for the first time. Sorry France, nobody else uses AZERTY.

The mechanics are a little poorly explained, but hop around a bit and you'll figure it out. Left click to create a floating green
platform to stand on (boring!) or right click to create a floating blue bounce pad and fly over the titular void (weeeeeeeeee).
Platforms vanish a few seconds after being created if you're not standing on them, keeping the void uncluttered but allowing you
to stand still when you want to. But why would you want to? Given how much fun bouncing is compared to standing still, I
switched those controls around too, and I recommend it.

Your mission, should you choose to accept it, is to find glowy red things. Turn the glowy red circles green by rubbing up on
them, and pick up the glowy red sprite clouds as some kind of completion collectible. Turn all the buttons green in a given area
to open the gate to the next one. Simple, but kinda fun in a relaxing way.

Overall, a nice little exploration\/platformer game.. Drawful is a Jackbox Party Pack game. This slightly updated sequel is sold
as a stand-alone.

All players must be able to see the host's display, by being in the same place or streaming online. Each player is given a prompt
to draw a picture based on, then false prompts are written by your opponents and everyone tries to guess what the real one was.
This is all faithful to the first game.

New features:
Two Colours - You have a light and dark colour to draw with. You still don't get an eraser, though.
Custom Prompts - Writing your own clues adds a whole new dimension to the game, since the same sense of humour that goes
into the false answers may have been involved in writing the real ones, and players might recognize a prompt they wrote. You
can also "publish" sets of prompts and share the seven character code with others on the game's discussion boards if you wish.
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Streak Bonus - Get extra points for finding the true prompt multiple times in a row.
Options - You can set the game to extend the drawing timers, and adjust several other settings through an options menu.

These additions are welcome, the presentation is updated, and Drawful 2 is a game that can stand up on its own merit. However,
the similarity to the original Drawful may make it redundant if you already have the former, unless you really want the ability to
write custom prompts.. It's a 2 button sidescrollling shooter.

Z= Fire,
X= Fly. (up)

If you think of flappy-bird, it's not too dissimilar [in theory] from that control scheme. EXCEPT that all the airfraft feel too
damn heavy and unresponsive, and if they go above the top of the screen, they start floating up there and you never know when
they are gonna come down into line of sight again.

Checkpoints drop you in on spots that basically, you can't avoid the rocks. I'm not kidding about the drop-in, and you can't get
height before you hit that rock they dropped you in on top of. Bucket of Fail.

It's a pity, because it's actually quite a nice looking little game. Sound is meh, but serviceable.

I'd almost give it a positive, if the devs would only revisit the physics and make the aircraft more responsive. \/ feel lighter.
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I luv this game! Very very spoopy :-). It's incredibly average. Some of the puzzles are a bit frustrating, and it's about as scary as
a dead fly.

It's hard to not recommend this game since it's free, but here I am. Play it if it interests you.. This game makes you explore a
building in which you have to unlock rooms by finding access cards and solving puzzles.
Unfortunately this requires you to constantly go back and forth in the entire building, because you need information found on
pcs that are in specific rooms. Why not all pcs in this game have access to the same information is beyond me. Imo this only
serves to lengthen the playtime, by having the player run around the building in search for the correct pc.
There is no in-game map, so you better memorize the map you find somewhere in a room and can't pickup.

The controls for navigating this game are awkward. You only have mouse input, there are no keyboard shortcuts.

Also, the game also only runs in 1280x720, there are no resolution options, other then fullscreen or not. That's just poor.

Refund requested, as this game is not fun to play.
. An intriguing interactive experience, great ideas, strong sound design, and the art style whilst not fully realised is a great effort.
If you have got £3 sitting in your steam account it's well worth your time and money just to experience something so different.

A thoughtfull and refreshing piece, I'm looking forward to more stories from the developer. Hellz Yes. Fun character to use.. A
fun arcadey shooter that's all about explosions! I get an 80's vibe just playing it...kind of reminds me of Smash TV, but with
minor RPG leveling and a de-emphasis on fabulous cash prizes. All in all, a very fun game for a low price.. I give this DLC a
definite maybe rather than a certain recommended.

Having Sigurd in your squad is quite useful in certain scenarios and his ability to summon his own turret and mines is a definite
bonus. Arguably the most useful thing about him and this DLC is the Volkite weapon he can wield. For example, turning enemy
targets into area of effect time bombs makes the base game's Challenge mode quite easy (for the first few waves at least).

Pros

Sigurd is a reasonably strong and quite versatile squad member with a variety of talents
He can deploy his own turret
His Volkite weapon is great versus massed enemies
Carpeting an area with his mines (talent into them) helps kill enemies quickly or at least slow them down
Lorewise it's nice to have an Iron Priest to play with

Cons

His power may trivialise earlier parts of the game's story mode (so crank up the difficulty setting)
His turret isn't as strong as the ones Valgard can deploy if you have the turret DLC
You cannot deploy more than one turret at a time even if Valgard has some (and this is probably a good thing); much like the
Wolf you can only have one active at a time so summoning another causes the previous one to self destruct

Neutral

The Las cutter cards are probably better for the PVP mode than the story campaign and challenge modes
The Volkite cards which Valgard can use are okay, although he generally has access to more directly devastating weaponry
I couldn't get on with Sigurd's alternative melee weaponry loadout, though your mileage may vary

In summary

The real value here is in having Sigurd as a squad member. Situationally his weaponry is devastating. If you like playing the
challenge mode (and I do) he is highly recommended. The cards that can be obtained from this DLC might be useful but may
require a more strategic-timing playstyle than unleashing ALL THE DAKKA. So this DLC is worth picking up as a bundle deal
or on offer. Not essential, but nice to have.. girl was thic. This badly cropped asset-rip game is terrible in all ways.
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- repetitive 1 track of music
- anime heads' white outlines from bad cropping is visible
- the puzzles are predetermined, this is nothing more than a reaction test.
- Bottles spawn in the same few places constantly in collect mode and has no clear win condition.

. I can puzzle better than you!

Several unique fighters, various maps to play on, local and online multiplayer, what more could you ask of for?! This game is
exactly as it sells itself, it's a puzzle fighter with a literal twist!
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